
“End-game” in sight as Vienna talks with Iran on nuclear deal proceed in earnest 

 

For several weeks now, Iranian diplomats and those from the United States have been 

negotiating in Vienna on how the US can return to the JCPOA – the Joint Comprehensive Plan 

of Action, also known as the Iran Nuclear Deal, and how Iran can on its part return to full 

compliance with the deal. It is diplomacy of the old school – shrouded in secrecy, and 

conducted mostly by grey men in grey suits. There is however one twist. Iran and the US are 

not negotiating directly. Instead the other signatories of the JCPOA – Britain, China, France, 

Germany and Russia, as well as the European Union which chairs the process – are acting 

as intermediaries between the sides. The process is slow and cumbersome. One American 

official source quaintly described the progress achieved, by saying that “the distance that 

remains to be travelled is greater than the distance that we have travelled so far”, but 

significantly also adding that the talks had been “business like and productive”. 

The Iranians want sanctions lifted  

For decades now Iran has been plagued with multiple sanctions imposed by the United States 

over the years in response to its many misdemeanours. JCPOA had gone a long way to lifting 

many of these sanctions, until they were rudely re-imposed by the US, with other sanctions 

added for good measure, as part of president’s Trump approach of exerting “maximum 

pressure” on Iran. The US sanctions regime against Iran has become so complex that that 

dismantling it, even partially, now requires considerable effort and time. 

There are many reasons why Iran is keen to get the sanctions removed. Whilst the Iranian 

economy has not collapsed as a result of the sanctions, their bite has been felt across the 

economy, and across society. 

The Islamic Republic is a complex political construct where hardliners and pragmatists have 

for decades vied for power in a dynamic political arena held in bounds by the Shia clergy, with 

Grand Ayattolah Khamanei at the top of the pyramid as Supreme Leader. The nuclear deal is 

not universally liked, and the talks in Vienna are viewed with suspicion by the hardliners, who 

claim they see another Western trick in the making. Iranian negotiators have therefore had to 

thread carefully. 

Iran says that since it was the US that left the agreement, it has to return to the process first, 

before Iran comes back to full compliance with the provisions of the JCPOA. 

The United States seeks a broader understanding with Iran beyond JCPOA 

The Biden administration came into office committed to restore the JCPOA deal, but its 

approach has a number of nuances. The Biden administration wants to engage Iran on a 

whole set of issues, ranging from its missile capability, its destabilising role in the Middle East, 

the security of Israel, and much more. It sees JCPOA as a platform from which to discuss a 

stronger, broader set of understandings with Iran. The Iranians may want to do that eventually, 

but are adamant that the US has to commit to JCPOA, and honour its obligations under it, 

before anything else can be discussed. 

One of the challenges of the Biden administration is to keep its allies – and Iran’s adversaries 

in the Middle East – on board as it conducts the Vienna negotiations. Foremost in this is Israel, 

which has from the beginning opposed JCPOA and advocated a much tougher response to 

Iran, leading to the Trump’s administration policy of “maximum pressure”.  Israel has used all 

sorts of tactics to try to derail the talks, but so far it has failed. 



There are then those Arab countries of the Middle East who see Iran’s hand behind 

destabilising regional crises, such as Yemen and Lebanon. The US administration has tried 

to keep critics on board, briefing them regularly, “before, during and after” each round of 

negotiations. Some are still not pleased. Israel has accused the Biden administration of lack 

of transparency – a claim the administration rejects. Administration officials point out to the 

failure of the “maximum pressure” policy, citing the fact that Iranian belligerence, including for 

example attacks on Saudi Arabia directly or by proxies, actually increased during the time of 

“maximum pressure”. 

 

The mediators are a motley crowd 

The other signatories of JCPOA, who in this instance are acting as mediators and facilitators 

for the discussions between the US and Iran are the other four members of the UN Security 

Council: Britain, China, France and Russia, together with Germany and the European Union. 

This puts the Vienna talks in the gilt-edge end of diplomacy, not only because of who the 

participants are, but also because of the intricate dynamic between them at a time when 

relations between the US and Russia are hugely strained and that between the US and China 

appearing to be on a collision course. On Iran however the mediators have found a common 

language. They even claim the moral high ground.  

At a time when the Trump administration rudely and abruptly ditched the JCPOA, they held 

their ground, defended it against American attempts to derail it, and kept Iran – broadly 

speaking – engaged and committed to its success. The Iranians understand and appreciate 

this, even though their bilateral relations with the mediators differ from warm (Russia, China), 

to cold (Britain), to tepid (France, Germany, EU).  

JCPOA is therefore proving that old-school diplomacy still works, and the diplomats 

participating in it are well aware of the importance of this for their profession. JCPOA has also 

enabled the EU to participate, and even lead, in a high profile set of diplomatic negotiations, 

providing at crucial moments, a counterweight to the follies of the Trump administration. This 

is important for its nascent diplomatic network that is still only ten years old. 

 

Timing, sequencing and choreography 

Whilst it is early days to declare the Vienna negotiations as successful, all the mood music 

suggests that serious work has been done and is ongoing, and that everyone is negotiating 

with the aim of reaching a successful conclusion. Some are suggesting that a deal can be 

done by mid-May – when Iran is due for another round of discussions with the International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). “We’re not going to drag our feet”, said an American official, 

quickly adding that they are not going to be hurried on artificially either. The talks will have to 

take their time. Sequencing is also important: who does what first? But many consider that if 

there is agreement on the substance, that matter can be resolved – no doubt through some 

well-crafted diplomatic formula. 

Then there is the issue of choreography. Even the most secretive and complex diplomacy 

these days has to also somehow play out on television and twitter, and reduced to a soundbite 

or a tweet. Both Iran and the US negotiate with one eye on their domestic audience, which is 

far from being universally supportive. A new deal will have to have enough in it for everyone 

to be able to sell it back home. Doable, but not easy. 

 



How to tame a revolution? 

The Vienna negotiations have a very concrete set of objectives: return the US to the JCPOA 

deal, including in its commitments to remove sanctions against Iran; and returning Iran to full 

compliance with the nuclear deal. But everyone understands there is a bigger discussion, one 

that has been ongoing for more than four decades. It is how to tame the Iranian revolution and 

bring Iran back fully into the international system. The young revolutionaries who overthrew 

the Shah in 1979 are now old men and women. Their children and grandchildren now need to 

define the future. The Islamic revolution has been mutating for some time although quite where 

it will end is till not clear. The nuclear deal may be the best way to help it move in the right 

direction, for the good of the Iranian people, and the people of the rest of the Middle East. 
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